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Rant  Nun in Prison

This week an 83 year old nun and 2 of her fellow vandals were sentenced to prison... the nun for 
3 years; and her two accompices to 5 years.  What did they do that landed them the golden 
ticket to the big house? 

They cut through a fence outside a nuclear munitions plant, walked a mile, then cut through 3 
more fences.  Once at the bunker holding the weapons-grade uranium, thy hoisted a banner, 
spray-painted slogans on the building, splashed human blood on the building, and hammered on 
the walls of the bunker.

My first thought is “that's one tough nun”.  My second thought is “how bad is the security at 
that plant, and finally my 3rd thought is focused on the crime itself.  On that note, where did they 
get human blood, and doesn't that seem a little sacriligious for people who call themselves 
Christians?  Of course blood painted on buildings is part of religious history, but it is generally 
intended to protect those inside the building.  

Some people hoped the vandals (who were convicted of sabotage) would receive light 
sentences, perhaps even time already served.  I actually am glad they got the harsher sentence.
If they were only trying to call attention to the issue, they could have done so by protesting just 
outside the gates... but they didn't do that.  To her credit the sister did not ask for leniency (her 
lawyer did).  I do think it is appropriate that sentence reflects the crime.

Damages in excess of $53,000 are a big deal... as is the trespass, and the damage to the bulding.
Perhaps if all criminals were treated this way there would be fewer of them.  At least one thing 
softens the blow for the good sister... She's going from one place where she wears the same 
outfit every day to a new place where she'll wear the same clothes every day.


